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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a practical protocol for text documentau-
thentication, applicable to digital and printed form documents. It
uses the text characters information to determine a key usedto gen-
erate an authentication vector. Based on this vector, a feature in
each character of the document is modified, without affecting the
character “meaning.” The modifiable feature may be size, color,
shape, relative position, among others. If any character onthe text
is changed, the character information is different and consequently
the authentication vector is also different. The proposed system
does not require database retrieval and it is extremely difficult to
forge the authentication process. A correlation-based detector for
the system is proposed, and because feature detection errors may
occur, an analysis is performed to determine the false alarmerror
probability of the system. Experiments illustrate the applicability of
the method, considering the digital and the printed cases.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the undesired financial and security impact that fraudulent
documents often cause, document authentication is seen as indis-
pensable research area which has experienced significant growth in
recent years.

Regarding paper form, traditional authentication methodsin-
clude bar codes, holographic and plastic seals, physical paper water-
marks, and authorized personnel handwritten signatures. However,
modifications in the text can be carried out unnoticeably, changing
the meaning of the document. Documents with bar-codes, for ex-
ample, can be scanned, modified, and re-printed, and the bar-code
will still be the same. Handwritten signatures can always beforged,
and stamps counterfeited. Additionally, all these strategies cause a
strong visible impact to the original document, which is an aspect
often undesired.

This paper proposes a novel document authentication system
which can be applied to electronic and printed documents, possibly
to be used in conjunction with the traditional methods mentioned
above. The system resembles the method proposed in [18], however
the channel noise is considered in the detection process. The system
can be set to cause a very low perceptual impact and unlike a digital
signature, which protects the binary codes of the documents, the
system proposed here protects the visual content. In contrast to the
digital watermarking schemes [9] that transmit a hidden message,
the proposed system classifies the document as authentic or non-
authentic.

An advantage of the system is that it does not require a database
to store information to be compared. For this reason, the proposed
system is coined text self authentication (TSA). Moreover,spe-
cial hardware is not required, except for a consumer scannerwhen
printed documents are considered. Notice that TSA does not rely
on a specific function to modify each character, which can be either
performed with very low perceptual impact using text watermarking
techniques [1, 2, 10], or visibly to increase robustness.

Two applications scenarios are considered. In the first scenario,
TSA is described in a noise-free environment and the false alarm
rate (ie., the probability of assigning an authentic document as non-
authentic) is zero. In this case, the system resembles the method
proposed in [18]. In the second scenario, however, it is assumed that
errors may occur in the detection of the modified character feature,
mainly due to the noise in print and scan (PS) process. In thiscase, a
correlation-based detector is proposed and an analysis is performed
to determine the detection error probability. Applications include
passports, driver’s licenses and ID cards, and legal notes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the pro-
posed method and discusses related approaches. Section 3 performs
an analysis to determine the false alarm probability due to the noise
in the PS process. Section 4 presents experimental results,followed
by conclusions in Section 5.

2. A PRACTICAL AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

As discussed in [1], a possible approach to text document authen-
tication is to consider text as a data structure consisting of several
modifiable features such as size, shape, position, luminance, color,
halftone screen, etc. These features can be modified, possibly un-
perceptually to the human eye, according to a side message (or
watermark message) to be embedded in the document. Examples
of practical implementations proposed in the literature include text
luminance modulation (TLM) [1, 2], color modulation [1], posi-
tion (character shift coding, word shift coding, line shiftcoding)
[10], size, and pixel toggling [11]. Other options are modifying the
halftoning algorithm [1, 17] or even the printer mechanism [16].

Most of the above methods can be applied in the TSA protocol.
However, for the system description and the examples in thispaper,
luminance is chosen as the modifiable feature. Therefore, TLM is
used to allow easy visible illustration of the underlying process. An
example of TLM is given in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Example of text watermarking through luminance modu-
lation.

The proposed framework for authentication scrambles the bi-
nary representation of the original text string with a key that de-
pends on the string. The resulting scrambled vector is used to create
another vector of dimension equal to the number of characters in the
document. This is used as a rule to modulate each character indi-
vidually. Fig. 1 illustrates the modulation process, wherecharacters
luminances are the modulated features.

Related approaches for image authentication in which a digital
watermark is generated with a key that is a function of some fea-
ture f in the original image have been proposed in the literature,
as in [5, 6, 12, 13], for example. To avoid thatf be modified by
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the embedding of the watermark itself, hence frustrating the wa-
termark detection process, only characteristics of a portion of the
image must be used. It is possible, for example, to extract features
from the low-frequency components, and to embed the watermark
in the high frequency components, as discussed in [3].

In contrast, in the authentication system proposed here, the
modified characters luminances do not alter the feature usedto gen-
erated the permutation key, which are the characters “meanings.”
The system is described in the following.

2.1 Encryption

A block diagram of the encryption process is presented in Fig. 2.

• Let vectorc = [c1,c2, . . . ,cK ] of sizeK represent a text string
with K characters.

• Let vectors = [s1,s2, . . . ,sK ] represent the luminances of char-
acters[c1,c2, . . . ,cK ], respectively.

• Let ci ∈ Ω (Ω = {a,b,c, . . . , X, Y, Z}, for example), whereΩ
has cardinalityS.

• Let cbi be the binary representation of symbolci .
• Letcb be the binary representation ofc, wherecb has size|cb|=

K log2 S.

• Let κ = f (cb) be a function ofcb. κ is used as a key to generate
a pseudo-random sequence (PRS)k, such that the PRS’s are
ideally orthogonal for different keysκ.

• Let c′b = cb �k, where� represents the “exclusive or” (XOR)
logical operation.

• Let M be a function that mapsc′b, with |cb| bits, to another
vectorw, with K bits.

c
s/b

cb

cb �k

κe

M

|cb| → K

κ

k

PRS(κ)

f (cb)

c
′
b

w

we = s

Encrypt

Figure 2: Encryption block diagram. Block ‘s/b’ representsstring-
to-binary conversion. Block ‘M ’ represents a mapping ofc′b from
|cb| bits to K bits. The symbol� represents the “exclusive or”
(XOR) logical operation.

In order to provide security,w is encrypted with the private key
of a public key cryptosystem [4]. Public key cryptosystems use two
different keys, one for encryption,κe, and one for decryption,κd.
The private keyκe is only available for users who are allowed to
perform the authentication process. On the other hand, anyone can
have access to the public keyκd to only checkwhether a document
is authentic, without the ability to generate a new authenticated doc-
ument.

Letwe be the encrypted version ofw based on the keyκe, using
a public key encryption scheme such as the RSA [4], for example.
To authenticate the text document, vectors (which represents the
luminances of the characters in the document) is modified such that
s = we. Therefore, the document is authenticated by setting the
luminance of each characterci equal tosi .

This is an
example
of a small
text docu
ment

ĉ

ŝ

OCR

Find characters
average luminances

Figure 3: Extracting ˆc andŵ from the received document.

2.2 Decryption

In the verification process, OCR is applied to the document inthe
printed cases. In addition, the average luminance of each character
is determined, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Therefore, when testing for
the authenticity of the document one has access to a receivedĉ and
a received ˆs, whereĉ andŝ represent the received vectorsc ands,
respectively. It is assumed that the conditions are controlled such
that no OCR or luminance detection errors occur. Moreover, one
has access to a public keyκd for decryption in the RSA algorithm
and a permutation keyκ = f (ĉb), which depends on ˆc.

Using the public keyκd, it is possible to decrypt ˆs = ŵe into
ŵ. Using κ, it is possible to scramble ˆcb (the binary representa-
tion of ĉ) yielding ĉ

′
b. Applying the same mapping ruleM of the

encryption process to ˆc
′
b yields a new vector ˆw

′.

If ŵ
′ = ŵ the document is assumed authentic. Else, it is as-

sumed that one or more characters have been altered. A block dia-
gram of the authentication test process is given in Fig. 4.

ĉ
s/b

ĉb

κd

f (ĉb)

ĉ
′
bĉ
′
b

ŵ
Equality Test

MM

|ĉ′b| → K|ĉ′b| → K

ŵ
′

ĉb � k̂

Authentic?

ŝ = ŵe
Decrypt

κ̂

k̂

PRS(κ̂)

Figure 4: Decryption block diagram. Block ‘s/b’ representsstring-
to-binary conversion. Block ‘M ’ represents a mapping of ˆc

′
b from

|cb| bits to K bits. The symbol� represents the “exclusive or”
(XOR) logical operation.

If an attacker changes one or more characters in the document
such that ˆc 6= c, ŵ andŵ

′ are two completely different sequences
(quasi-orthogonal) with very high probability, failing the authenti-
cation test.

Although in the above description OCR has been included in
the detection process assuming that the document has been printed
and scanned, the proposed authentication protocol can be applied to
digital documents.
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3. NOISY ENVIRONMENT

The final stage of TSA illustrated in Fig. 4 performs an equality
test to decide whether a document is authentic. In noisy environ-
ments such as the PS channel, however, this approach can cause a
high false alarm rate, that is, documents can be wrongly claimed as
non-authentic. Therefore, a correlation test to determinethe simi-
larity between the expected ˆw and the received ˆw

′ is used. This is
presented in Section 3.2, after a PS channel model is discussed in
Section 3.1.

3.1 The Print and Scan Process

3.1.1 The Halftoning Process

This section describes the halftoning process, which occurs prior to
printing. This description is focused on ordered ditheringhalfton-
ing.

Let s be a digital image of sizeM ×N with L + 1 levels in the
range [0,1], where0 represents white and1 represents black. A
halftoned image (binary)b is generated froms, using the ordered
dithering halftoning algorithm. The output of this method depends
on the size and on the coefficients of thedithering matrix Dof size
J×J, where each coefficient represents a threshold level and theco-
efficient values inD are approximately uniformly distributed. Each
coefficient takes a value from the set{0,1/L,2/L, . . . ,1}. The bi-
nary output imageb is given by an element-by-element thresholding
operation between the pixels ins and the coefficients inD. In gen-
eral,J ≪ M andJ ≪ N. The input-output relationship of ordered
dithering can be mathematically described by:

b(m,n) =

{

0 if s(m,n) < D(mmodJ,nmodJ)
1 otherwise

(1)

where the output ‘0’ represents a white pixel (do not print a dot), and
‘1’ represents a black pixel (print a dot). Clearly, the coefficients in
D have a direct effect on the quality of the halftone image.

3.1.2 Print and Scan Analytical Model

Analytical models of the PS channel have been presented in the
literature [7, 2]. In addition to the geometric distortions(possible
rotation, re-scaling, and cropping), PS models assume thatthe pro-
cess can be modeled by low-pass filtering, the addition of Gaussian
noise, and non-linear gains, such as brightness and gamma alter-
ation. In the following a PS channel model is described, which
includes the halftone signal.

The digital scanned imagey is represented by

y(m,n) = gs

{

{

gpr [b(m,n)]+η1(m,n)
}

∗

∗hps(m,n)

}

+η3(m,n),

(2)

whereb is the halftoned image generated from the original image
s. η1 represents printing noise due to microscopic ink and paper
imperfections. The noiseη3 combines illumination and CCD elec-
tronic noise [7], as well as the quantization noise due to A/D. The
operator∗ represents convolution and the linear systemhps is a low-
pass filter combining the point-spread functions of the printer and
of the scanner. In the printing process, blurring occurs dueto toner
or ink spread. In the scanning process, the low-pass effect is due to
the optics and the motion blur caused by the interactions between
adjacent CCD arrays elements [7].

The termgpr(·) in (2) represents a gain in the printing pro-
cess. In practice, when toner or black ink particles are applied over
the paper, they do not present a null reflectance, causing a lumi-
nance gain to the printed image [15]. This distortion is described by
gpr(m,n) = α(m,n)b(m,n), whereα is a gain affecting the black
elements ofb. α is modeled as constant for a small region (an

0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 0.32

Non−modulated characters
Modulated characters

Figure 5: Distribution of the average luminance.

area corresponding to a full character, for example), but itdoes vary
throughout a full page due to non-constant printer toner distribution.

The termgs(·) represents the response of scanners, which vary
depending on the device. They may cause a non-linear gain to the
scanned image, represented bygs(m,n) = [x(m,n)]φ as reported in
results presented in [7].

In the model in (2), it is possible to decomposeb into a constant
term b̄ added to a noise termη2, such thatb(m,n) = b̄+ η2(m,n).
Therefore, assuming thatb is generated from a constant gray level
region (as in the TLM application), that is,s(m,n) = s0 = b̄, (2) can
be written as

y(m,n) = gs

{

{

gpr [b̄+η2(m,n)]+η1(m,n)
}

∗

∗hps(m,n)

}

+η3(m,n),

(3)

3.2 Detection

The simplest detection metric to determine embedded luminance is
the average luminance of the element, given by (4). It is known from
detection theory [14] that this detection statistic is the Neyman-
Pearson detector (which minimizes the error probability) when de-
tecting a change in the mean level considering Gaussian noise,
which is the framework of the application.

By mapping the(m,n) coordinates to an one-dimensional nota-
tion, the detection metricwi for the i-th character is given by:

wi =
1
Ni

Ni

∑
n=1

yi(n), (4)

whereNi is the number of pixels in characteri and yi(n) is the
printed and scanned version ofsi(n), according to the PS model
described in (2).

Due to the nature of the noise and based on experimental ob-
servations, the noise termsη1 andη3 can be generally modeled as
zero-mean independent Gaussian noise [7, 2]. Regarding thenoise
η2, although it is zero-mean and may be assumed approximately
uncorrelated, it is not normally distributed. However, considering
the sum of the several distortions of the channel, it is observed ex-
perimentally that the detector outputw can be modeled as normal
random variable as supported by the Central Limit theorem [14].
This assumption is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the distribution of
the average luminance of 10,320 printed and scanned characters is
presented. This is also supported by experiments presentedin [2].
A normal distribution can also be assumed for the result of the de-
tection in line shift coding algorithms [8].

Hence, it is assumed that

ŵ = w+n, (5)
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wheren is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Therefore, instead of using an equality test, a correlationdetec-

tor to check the similarity between the expected ˆw and the received
ŵ

′ is used. In this case, the document is assumed authentic if the
result of the linear correlationT betweenŵ andŵ

′ is greater than
a given thresholdλ . Linear correlation is employed as it is the opti-
mal robustness metric when the channel can be modeled by AWGN
[9].

Therefore, in the proposed correlation test the document isas-
sumed authentic if

T =
1
K

K

∑
i=1

ŵiŵ
′
i > λ (6)

whereT is a normally distributed random variable and ˆwi andŵ′
i ,

i = 1, . . . ,K are the elements in ˆw andŵ
′, respectively. When the

document is authentic, vector ˆw
′ is given byŵ′ = ŵ +n. When

the document is tampered with, it is expected that

ŵ ⊥ ŵ
′
∴

1
K

K

∑
i=1

ŵiŵ
′
i = 0 (7)

Assuming thatn and ŵ are distributed according ton ∼
N (0,σ2

n ) andŵ ∼ N (µw,σ2
w), the expected value in (6) is given

by

µT = E

{

1
K

K

∑
i=1

ŵi(ŵi +ni)

}

=
1
K

K

∑
i=1

E{ŵ2
i }+E{ŵini}

= µ2
w +σ2

w

(8)

The variance of (6) is given by

σ2
T = E

{

(

1
K

K

∑
i=1

ŵi(ŵi +ni)

)2
}

−µ2
T =

(µ2
w +σ2

w)σ2
n

K
(9)

The conditional error probabilityp0 given that the document is
tampered with isp0 = Pr(T > λ |tampered), whereλ is a decision
threshold. Defining the complementary error function erfc(x) =

2√
π

∫ ∞
x e−t2

dt, p0 = 1
2erfc

(

λ−µT/0
√

2σ2
T/0

)

, whereµT/0 andσ2
T/0 are re-

spectively the mean and the variance ofT for tampered with doc-
uments. Equivalently, if the document is authentic, the conditional

error probability is given byp1 = 1
2erfc

(

µT/1−λ
√

2σ2
T/1

)

, whereµT/1 and

σ2
T/1 are respectively the mean and the variance ofT for authentic

documents. Finally, the average error probability is expressed by

PedM
= P0p0 +P1p1 (10)

whereP1 andP0 are the probabilities of occurrence of authentic and
tampered with documents, respectively.

4. EXPERIMENTS

This section illustrates both printed and digital form applications
for the proposed authentication method. It also presents a computer
simulation to validate the analysis of Sec. 3.

4.1 ID Card

An identification card is authenticated through TSA, using TLM to
modify the characters, as shown in Fig. 6. Notice that the intensity
changes are visible to illustrate the underlying process. Amodified
version of the card is generated, where the last digit in the ‘Valid

Figure 6: ID authenticated using TSA.

Figure 7: Scanned ID. The last digit is modified from 8 to 9, as
indicated by the arrow.

Until’ field is modified. To reduce the probability of OCR and lu-
minance detection errors, only numbers and upper and lower cases
characters of the alphabet are considered in this test.

For the non-tampered document in Fig. 6, using a 8-bit ASCII
table to represent the characters [4], the following parameters (dis-
cussed in Section 2) are obtained:
• K = 124,c = {I,N,T,E,R,N,. . . ,2,0,0,8}.
• cb = [0100100101001110, . . . ,00111000].
• κ = f (cb) = 1176020.
• k = [0100110110101110, . . . ,00010101].
• c

′
b = cb �k = [0000010011100000, . . . ,00101101].

• w = [11100, . . . ,0110].
• we = [01101, . . . ,0111].

we is composed ofK elements, corresponding to the number of
characters in the document. The document is authenticated by alter-
ing the luminance of each characterci in c to wei in we. Notice that
the characters luminances in the document in Fig. 6 are modified
according towe.

After printing, the parameters are obtained for two cases: one
based on the authentic document and one based on the tampered
with printed document in Fig. 7. For the authentic document,the
document is correctly assigned as authentic. However, because the
last digit of the tampered with document is different, ˆw andŵ

′ are
two completely different sequences, failing the test.

4.2 Paper Title

Some of the characters luminances on the title of this paper are
slightly modulated to a gray level. This can be verified usingany
screen capture tool and common image processing software. In-
creasing the luminance gain to a visible level, the text becomes:

A PRACTIC AL PROTOCOL FORDIGITAL A ND PRINTED
DOCUMENT AUTHENTICATION

Using the 8-bit ASCII standard, the parameters for this sample
are:
• K = 49,c = {D,o,c,u,m,e,. . . ,i,o,n,s}.
• cb = [0100010001101111, . . . ,01110011].

which yields the modulation stringwe = [10011101, . . . ,1011] as
illustrated in the characters luminance. If the ‘D’ in ‘Document’ is
modified to ‘d’:
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Figure 8: Detection error rates.

• K = 49.
• c = {d,o,c,u,m,e,. . . ,i,o,n,s}.
• cb = [110010001101111, . . . ,01110011].

a completely different stringwe is generated:
we = [01100100, . . . ,1000]. and the authentication is not veri-

fied.

4.3 Error Rate

In this experiment, a text digital sample imageg composed of 26
characters (as in‘abcd...z’) is generated. Based ong, 800,000 im-
agesg j have their characters luminances randomly modulated ac-
cording to a randomw j , wherewi j ∈ {0,L0} with equal probabil-
ity, i = 1, . . . ,26 and j = 1, . . . ,800,000. To simulated the effect of
the PS channel over the average luminance of each character,noise
termn j is added tow j , as described in Section 3.

The correlation detector in (6) is applied to determine whether
the document is authentic, based on the thresholdλ . The error rates
are shown in Fig. 8, according to the modulation energyL0. The
full line represents the theoretical error rate determinedin (10). The
triangles represent the error rate observed in the simulation, present-
ing an excellent correspondence to the theoretical curve. This illus-
trates that once the parameters of the PS system is determined, the
performance of the authentication protocol can be predicted. In this
experiment, the noise power is set toσ2

n = 0.05. Although Fig. 8
validates (10), real PS experiments have indicated that typical noise
values areσ2

n = 10−4. This causes the error rate to be virtually zero,
illustrating the efficiency of the proposed method.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a system that identifies frauds in text docu-
ments. The system does not require the use of appended files and it
is robust to format conversions, such as PDF to Post Script, for ex-
ample. Hence, unlike a digital signature, which protects the binary
codes of the documents, the proposed system protects the visual
content or the meaning of the document. Moreover, it can be set
to be robust to the PS channel, providing perceptual transparency.
Details on the algorithm are given in Section 2. To reduce detec-
tion errors due to the noise in the PS channel, a correlation detector
is proposed. In this scenario, an analysis determines the detection
error probability. Experiments validate the analysis and illustrate
the applicability of the authentication method, using the title of this
paper as one of the examples. Applications for the proposed sys-
tem include authentication of passports, driver’s licenses, and digi-
tal documents with sensitive content.
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